
GFD1 Winter 2011    Prob Set 4: notes on SODA ocean dataset.   UW 21 Feb 2011 

The SODA ocean dataset of  Jim Carton ( Carton and Geise, Monthly Weather Rev 2008)  posted here 
is for the North Atlantic, data averaged over a year, for the years 1950,1955...2000 (ten records).  
The differences year-to-year are pretty subtle, and for now it would be most interesting to look at 
the structure of  the circulation, its horizontal and vertical structure using basic plots of  u and v 
velocities,  T and S  (temp and salinity).  You will want to use the CSIRO equation of  state m-files 
described… they just need to be put in a folder that is in your Matlab path statement  (use 
“addpath…” and then “savepath” so it will be there next time you turn on your computer). 
    With both velocity, temp and salinity you can create density fields and look at thermal wind 
balance.  As in the NCEP data you can look at Rossby number (using Ro ~ ζ/f) maps.  Look at the 
mean subtropical and subpolar gyres in the data, and look for boundary currents; it is very useful to 
have bottom topography plots too (the etopo20 data posted is not very good for this but there is the 
topography stored in the model.  Higher resolution etopo2 and etopo1 are available … see PS4 
notes).   Vertical sections of  the velocity and hydrography can show the development of  the Gulf  
Stream and associated jets...though note that the 1-yr averaging smears out the narrow jet-like 
currents.
    Horizontal maps of  salinity are particularly interesting because S is a good tracer revealing the 
circulation, plus stirring and mixing of  water masses.   It would be best to make such maps on 
surfaces of  constant potential density (say, σθ, referenced to the ocean surface .. zero pressure) but 
creating these surfaces by interpolating between the fixed model levels would take some work (the 
NOAA PMEL utility ‘Ferret’ can do such things, as well as Matlab).   But, just on constant z- or 
pressure surfaces it is still interesting to see how well SODA can ‘see’ the subpolar circulations of  
greatly contrasting S, including the dense overflows entering the Atlantic from the Nordic 
(Greenland-Norwegian-Iceland) Seas.  

    A very interesting application of  thermal wind is to make hodograph plots of  (u,v) velocity at  
single points (x,y) for all depths...that is a curve on the u,v plane showing (u,v) for all depths.  You 
can make a ‘grid’ of  these plots (see example below).   If  you try this ask about ‘spirals’ of  the u,v 
hodograph...a rich application of  thermal wind.   It turns out that the rotation of  the velocity vector 
u,v with depth is proporational to the horizontal advection of  density (Gill Fig 7.10). Ask me for 
more detail if  you get into this.  The technique tells us about vertical velocity in the ocean 
circulation, which is important and otherwise difficult to observe. Plot below:  Each blue curve is a 
plot of  u against v, starting at the ocean surface (red dot) and going to the bottom (where the weaker 
circulation is often close to zero). Sort of  like weighted strings blown by the currents. Investigating 
the relationship with bottom topography would be interesting.
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    The SODA data can also be used to calculate the north-south transport of  heat or salt, across an 
east-west section.   This can be plotted on the θ/S plane as well as on the (x,z) plane.  It begins to 
tell us about global heat and freshwater balance.  If  you have two adjacent latitudes plotted, the 
difference between the flux of  heat at two such latitudes would be an estimate of  air-sea interaction 
(flux of  heat to or from the atmosphere)...same with salt/fresh-water.  Creating a line-plot of  
meridional heat-flux against latitude, or salt/fresh-water flux, is not too difficult.
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